2006 polaris ranger 700

The engine is paired with transmission and total fuel capacity is 8. The front suspension is a
McPherson Strut while the rear suspension is an Independent. The Ranger XP comes standard
with a Bench, 3-passenger seat. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. Read more. Close this.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Learn how Parts. Exhaust Exhaust
Systems Mufflers Headers. Filters Air Filters Oil Filters. Vehicle Covers. Tie Downs. Gloves
Off-Road. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of polaris ranger wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows
the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and also signal connections
between the gadgets. A wiring diagram typically gives info regarding the loved one setting and
setup of devices as well as terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the
device. A photographic layout would certainly show more information of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic notation to highlight affiliations over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to troubleshoot problems and
to make certain that all the connections have actually been made and that everything exists.
Assortment of polaris ranger wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. A first look at a circuit layout might be confusing,
yet if you could read a metro map, you can read schematics. The purpose is the very same:
obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits electrical power
to circulation. If you know just what to look for, it ll come to be 2nd nature. While in the
beginning you ll just be reviewing them, ultimately you will certainly start creating your
personal. This overview will certainly reveal you a few of the common signs that you make sure
to see in your future electrical engineering profession. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is
the pressure or force of electricity. This is normally supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery
or keys electricity, the outlets in your residence run at V. Outlets in other countries run at a
various voltage, which is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Existing: Present is
the circulation of electrical power, or more specifically, the circulation of electrons. It is gauged
in Amperes Amps , as well as can only move when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance:
Measured in Ohms R or O , resistance defines exactly how easily electrons can flow through a
product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly allow
circulation of motion low resistance. Plastic, timber, as well as air are instances of insulators,
inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Existing. DC is a constant flow
of current in one direction. DC could flow not just through conductors, yet semi-conductors,
insulators, or even a vacuum. Air Conditioning Rotating Current. In AC, the circulation of
present periodically rotates between two instructions, frequently creating a sine wave. The
frequency of Air Conditioning is measured in Hertz Hz , and is commonly 60 Hz for power in
domestic as well as company functions. Completing an electrical design degree and also after
that getting a task in the field indicates you will certainly see a great deal a lot a great deal of
these schematics. It s vital to recognize exactly what is going on with these. Whenever you
determine your specific field of electric design, you might see a lot more complicated
representations as well as symbols. You ll discover likewise that different nations make use of
various symbols. Of the 2 signs for resistors over, the very first one is used in the U. Quick
Links. See also: Service Manual. Table of Contents. Polaris industries all-terrain vehicle owner's
manual pages. Polaris industries all-terrain vehicles owner's manual pages. Summary of
Contents for Polaris 4X4 EFI Page 3 Read, understand, and follow all of the instructions and
safety precautions in this manual and on all product labels. Failure to follow the safety
precautions could result in serious injury or death. The engine exhaust from this product
contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other
reproductive harm. Copyright Polaris Sales Inc. All information contained within this publication
is based on the latest product information at the time of publication. Due to constant Page 6:
Table Of Contents Specifications Page 7: Vehicle Identification Numbers Record your vehicle's
identification numbers and key number in the spaces provided. Remove the spare key and store

it in a safe place. An ignition key can be duplicated only by ordering a Polaris key blank using
your key number and mating it with one of your existing keys. Page 8: Safety If any decal
becomes illegible or comes off, contact your Polaris dealer to purchase a replacement.
Replacement safety decals are provided by Polaris at no charge. The part number is printed on
the decal. To prevent serious injury, do not operate vehicle with guard removed. Doing so can
cause part failure, possible imbalance, and excessive engine RPM which can result in serious
injury or death. Page Operator Safety Failure to follow the warnings contained in this manual
can result in severe injury or death. This vehicle handles differently than other vehicles, such as
motorcycles and cars. Page 12 Operator Safety The following signal words and symbols appear
throughout this manual and on your vehicle. Your safety is involved when these words and
sym- bols are used. Become familiar with their meanings before reading the manual. The safety
alert symbol, on your vehicle or in this manual, alerts you to the potential for injury. Page 13
Operator Safety Serious injury or death can result if you do not follow these instructions and
procedures, which are outlined in further detail within your owner's manual. Follow the
operating proce- dures described. Page 14 Practice turning at slow speeds before attempting to
turn at faster speeds. Never turn at excessive speeds. Page 15 See page 21 for fuel safety
warnings. Page Equipment Modifications We are concerned for the safety of our customers and
for the general public. Therefore, we strongly recommend that consumers do not install on a
Polaris RANGER any equipment that may increase the speed or power of the vehicle, or make
any other modifications to the vehicle for these purposes. If you lose all forward speed: Apply
the brakes. Engage the park brake after fully stopped. If you begin rolling backwards: Never
apply engine power. Could cause you to react more slowly. Could affect your balance and
perception. Could result in an accident. Avoid exhibition driving. Even though a child may be
within the age group for which some vehicles are Page 23 Operator Safety Leaving the keys in
the ignition can lead to unauthorized use of the vehicle resulting in serious injury or death.
Always remove the ignition key when the vehicle is not in use. After any overturn or accident,
have a qualified service dealer inspect the entire vehicle for possible damage, including but not
limited to brakes, throttle and steering systems. Always exercise extreme caution whenever
handling gasoline. Always stop the engine when refueling. Always refuel outdoors or in a well
ventilated area. Do not smoke or allow open flames or sparks in or near the refueling area or
where gasoline is stored. Not all models come with all features. Refer to the specifications
section beginning on page Cab Frame if Equipped Steering Wheel Trailer towing equipment is
not supplied with this vehicle. To avoid injury and property damage, always heed the warnings
and towing capacities outlined on pages The instrument cluster measures distance in miles as
well as time, hours of operation and engine RPM. Refer to page 34 for the location of the
instrument cluster. Page Rider Information Center If the instrument cluster fails to illuminate, a
battery over-voltage may have occurred and the instrument cluster may have shut off to protect
the electronic speedometer. If this occurs, take the vehicle to your Polaris dealer for proper
diagnosis. Gear Indicator - This indicator displays gear shifter position. See page Odometer
Mode The odometer records the miles traveled by the vehicle. Trip Meter Mode The trip meter
records the miles traveled by the vehicle on each trip if it's reset before each trip. To exit the
diagnostic mode, turn the key switch off and on. Any move- ment of the tires will also cause the
gauge to exit the diagnostic mode. To enter the diagnostics mode: 1. Tachometer Screen View
the tachometer to check engine speed. Enter the diagnostic mode. Toggle to the service interval
screen. Press and hold the mode button for about seven 7 seconds, until either ON or OFF
appears in the Rider Information Center, depend- ing on your preference. Please see your
Polaris dealer for all major repairs. See page 32 for Blink Codes and Failure Descriptions. Use
the follow- ing procedure to download blink codes failure codes from the EFI module. Page Seat
Removal Seat Removal Pull up on the front of the seat and slide it toward the front of the
vehicle. Install the seat by sliding the tabs into the rear of the seat base. Push down firmly on
the front of the seat until the pins are fully seated into the grommets. High gear is intended for
use on hard- packed surfaces with light loads. To change gears, stop the vehicle, and with the
engine idling, move the lever to the desired gear. Apply the brakes while starting the engine.
Spring pressure Park Brake Throttle returns the pedal to the Pedal Page Ignition Switch
Switches Ignition Switch Leaving the keys in the ignition can lead to unauthorized use of the
vehicle resulting in serious injury or death. The ignition switch is a three-position, key-operated
switch. Page Operation Do not operate at full throttle or high speeds for extended periods
during the first three hours of use. Use of any oils other than those recommended by Polaris
may cause serious engine damage. We recommend the use of Polaris Premium 4 Synthetic Oil
for your 4-cycle engine. Page Starting The Engine Starting the Engine Engine exhaust contains
poisonous carbon monoxide and can cause loss of consciousness resulting in severe injury or
death. Never run an engine in an enclosed area. Sit in the driver's seat and fasten the seat belt.

Release the throttle pedal completely and brake to a complete stop. Turn the engine off. Engage
the park brake. A rolling vehicle can cause property damage and serious injury. Always engage
the park brake after stopping the engine. Braking 1. After starting the engine and allowing it to
warm up, apply the ser- vice brakes, and shift the transmission into gear. Check your
surroundings and determine your path of travel. Page Driving On Slippery Surfaces Driving
Safely Driving on Slippery Surfaces When driving on slippery surfaces such as wet trails, loose
gravel, or ice, be alert for the possibility of skidding and sliding. Under these con- ditions, follow
these precautions: 1. Slow down when entering slippery areas. Always travel straight uphill.
Keep both feet on the floor. Proceed at a steady rate of speed and throttle opening. Climbing
hills improperly can cause loss of control or vehicle overturn. Always check the terrain carefully
before climbing a hill. Page Driving Downhill Driving Safely Driving on a Sidehill Sidehilling
Crossing hillsides or turning on hills can result in loss of control or vehicle overturn, resulting
in severe injury or death. Avoid crossing the side of a hill when possible. When unavoidable,
exercise extreme caution. Page Driving Through Water The large tires on your RANGER may
cause the vehicle to float in deep or fast-flowing water, which could result in loss of control and
lead to serious injury or death. Look ahead and learn to read the terrain you're traveling on.
Watch for hazards such as logs, rocks and low hanging branches. Severe injury or death can
result if your vehicle suddenly comes in contact with a hidden obstacle. Back slowly. Apply the
brakes lightly for stopping. Avoid turning at sharp angles. Always avoid backing downhill.
Never open the throttle suddenly while backing. If it's unavoidable, follow these precautions: 1.
Place the transmission in gear. Block the rear wheels on the downhill side. Always read and
understand the load distribution warnings listed on the warning labels. Never exceed the
following capacities. The box could close unexpectedly and cause injury to the driver or
passenger. The rear tires will also catch the rear of a raised box, damaging the vehicle and
creating hazardous driving conditions. Page Towing Loads Driving Safely Towing Loads Towing
improperly can alter vehicle handling and may cause loss of control or brake instability, which
can result in serious injury or death. Always follow these precautions when towing: Never load
more than lbs. Stop the vehicle on a level surface. Page Locking The Differential Differential
Lock 4X4 Models Locking the Differential The 4X4 rear axle is equipped with a lockable
differential that allows the operator to choose between an open differential or a closed
differential. Locking the differential in slippery or low traction conditions helps improve traction.
When the AWD switch is on, the front wheels will automatically engage any time the rear wheels
lose traction. When the rear wheels regain traction, the front wheels will automatically
disengage. Operation on Public Lands in the U. Fed- eral law requires that this spark arrestor be
installed and functional when the vehicle is operated on public lands. Page Maintenance
Inspect, clean, lubricate, adjust and replace parts as necessary. When inspection reveals the
need for replacement parts, use genuine Polaris parts available from your Polaris dealer.
Record maintenance and service in the Maintenance Log beginning on page Page Periodic
Maintenance Chart Perform these operations more often for vehicles subjected to severe use.
Improperly performing the procedures marked with a component failure and lead to serious
injury or death. Have an authorized Polaris dealer perform these services. Page 63 if equipped
Transmission oil Perform these procedures more often for vehicles subjected to severe use.
Maintenance Interval whichever comes first Hours Calendar Miles Page 64 Engine oil change Oil
filter change Perform these procedures more often for vehicles subjected to severe use.
Maintenance Interval whichever comes first Hours Calendar Page 65 Auxiliary brake if equipped
Headlight aim Perform these procedures more often for vehicles subjected to severe use. Have
an authorized Polaris dealer perform these services Maintenance Interval whichever comes first
Hours Calendar Miles Oil may need to be changed more frequently if Polaris Premium 4 is not
used. Follow the manufacturer's recommendations for ambient tem- perature operation. Always
use the recommended engine oil. Oil Check The oil dipstick and fill tube is located on the
engine. Do not allow hot oil to come into contact with skin. Always change the oil and filter at
the intervals outlined in the Periodic Maintenance Chart beginning on page Always change the
oil filter whenever changing oil. Remove the dipstick and fill the sump with two quarts 1. Shift
the transmission to neutral. Apply the brakes. Start the engine. Allow it to idle for one to two
minutes. Page 72 Refer to the Gearcase Specifications Chart on page 68 for recommended
lubricants, capacities and torque specifications. See page for the part numbers of Polaris
products. The fill plug is located at the rear of the vehicle. Oil Check 1. Access the drain plug
through the drain hole in the skid plate. Remove the fill plug. Place a drain pan under the drain
plug. Page 74 Refer to the Gearcase Specifications Chart on page 68 for recommended
lubricants, capacities and torque specifications. The front gearcase fill plug is located on the
right side of the front gear- case. Page 75 Refer to the Gearcase Specifications Chart on page 68
for recommended lubricants, capacities and torque specifications. The middle gearcase fill plug

is located on the side of the gearcase. Page Rear Gearcase Refer to the Gearcase Specifications
Chart on page 68 for recommended lubricants, capacities and torque specifications. The rear
gearcase fill plug is on the driver's side of the rear gearcase. Remove the drain plug. Drain the
oil. Dispose of used oil properly. Clean the drain plug. Reinstall the drain plug. Torque to
specifica- tion. Page Spark Plugs Spark Plugs Using non-recommended spark plugs can result
in serious engine damage. Always use Polaris-recommended spark plugs. There will be few
combustion deposits. The electrodes are not burned or eroded. This indi- cates the proper type
and heat range for the engine and the service. NOTE: The tip should not be white. Do not dilute
with water. See page for the part numbers of Polaris prod- ucts. NOTE: Always follow the
manufacturer's mixing recommendations for the freeze protection required in your area. Page
Coolant Level Reinstall the cap. NOTE: If coolant must be added often, or if the overflow bottle
runs completely dry, there may be a leak in the system. Have the cooling system inspected by
your Polaris dealer. Do not obstruct or deflect air flow through the radiator by installing
unautho- rized accessories in front of the radiator or behind the cooling fan. Page 83 Polaris
Variable Transmission PVT System Belt slip is responsible for creating excessive heat that
destroys belts, wears clutch components and causes outer clutch covers to fail. Switch to low
range while operating at slower speeds to extend the life of the PVT components belt, cover,
etc. See your dealer as outlined in the owner's manual. Do not install it in any other product.
Use the following instructions to dry it out before operat- ing. Loosen the bottom screws that
secure the clutch cover. Allow the water to drain. Have your dealer replace it after every hours
of operation. Do not attempt to clean the fuel filter. Page Spark Arrestor Spark Arrestor Failure
to heed the following warnings while servicing the spark arrestor could result in serious injury
or death. Do not perform service on the spark arrestor while the system is hot. Allow
components to cool sufficiently before proceeding. Page Throttle System Throttle System
Failure to check or maintain proper operation of the throttle system can result in an accident
and lead to serious injury or death if the throttle pedal sticks during operation. Never start or
operate this vehicle if it has a sticking or improperly operating throttle pedal. If the engine idle
speed is not satisfactory, please see your Polaris dealer for adjustment. Throttle Freeplay
Adjustment 1. Remove the seat. Locate the throttle cable adjuster. Page Brake Fluid Brakes The
front and rear brakes are hydraulic disc type brakes activated by the brake pedal. Brake Fluid
Inspect the brake system rou- tinely. Inspect the level of the brake fluid before each opera- tion.
Change the brake fluid every two years and any time the fluid becomes contaminated, the fluid
level is below the minimum, or if Check the brake system for fluid leaks. Check the brake pedal
for excessive travel or a spongy feel. Check the friction pads for wear, damage and looseness.
Inspect the brake disc spline and pad wear surface for excessive wear. Page Steering Wheel
Inspection 4. If there is excessive freeplay or strange noises, or the steering feels rough or
"catchy," have the steering system inspected by an autho- rized Polaris dealer. Suspension
Adjustment 4X4 The 4X4 rear suspension may be adjusted to provide a stiffer suspension if
necessary. Page Tire Tread Depth Tires Operating your vehicle with worn tires will increase the
possibility of skidding, loss of control and an accident, which could result in serious injury or
death. Improper tire inflation or the use of non-standard size or type of tires may adversely
affect vehicle handling, which could result in vehicle damage or personal injury. Page Wheel
Removal Always ensure that all nuts are torqued to specification. Do not service axle nuts that
have a cotter pin installed. See your Polaris dealer. Wheel Removal 1. Stop the engine. Page
Headlight Lamp Replacement Lights When servicing a halogen lamp, don't touch the lamp with
bare fingers. Oil from your skin leaves a residue, causing a hot spot that will shorten the life of
the lamp. Poor lighting while driving can result in severe injury or death. Headlight and taillight
lenses become dirty during normal operation. Place the vehicle on a level surface with the
headlight approxi- mately 25 ft. Measure the distance from the floor to the center of the
headlight and make a mark on the wall at the same height. Page Vehicle Immersion Vehicle
Immersion If your vehicle becomes immersed, major engine damage can result if the machine is
not thoroughly inspected. Take the vehicle to your dealer before starting the engine. A sealed
battery can be identi- fied by its flat covers on the top of the battery. A conventional battery has
six filler caps on the top of the battery. Conventional Battery Always keep battery terminals and
connections free of corrosion. Page Battery Removal Battery Improperly connecting or
disconnecting battery cables can result in an explosion and cause serious injury or death.
When removing the battery, always disconnect the negative black cable first. When reinstalling
the battery, always connect the negative black cable last. Battery Removal 1. It can also hinder
vehicle performance. Follow the battery charging instructions on page before installing the
battery. Page Battery Storage See page NOTE: Battery charge can be maintained by using a
Polaris Battery Tender charger or by charging about once a month to make up for normal selfdischarge. Battery Tender can be left connected during the storage period, and will

automatically charge the battery if the voltage drops below a pre-determined point. Remove the
battery from the vehicle to prevent damage from leak- ing or spilled electrolyte during charging.
Page Cleaning And Storage Certain products, including insect repellents and chemicals, will
damage plastic surfaces. Do not allow these types of products to contact the vehicle. The best
and safest way to clean your Polaris vehicle is with a garden hose and a pail of mild soap and
water. Grease all zerk fittings immediately after washing. Allow the engine to run for a while to
evaporate any water that may have entered the engine or exhaust system. NOTE: Chrome
wheels exposed to road salt or salt in the air in coastal areas are more susceptible to corrosion
if not properly cleaned. Page Fluid Levels Make any necessary repairs and clean the vehicle as
recommended. Stabilize the Fuel 1. Fill the fuel tank. Follow the instructions on the container for
the recommended amount. Page Battery Maintenance 6. If Polaris fuel system additive is not
used, fuel tank, fuel lines, and injectors should be completely drained of gasoline. Battery
Maintenance See pages for storage and charging procedures. Page Removal From Storage
NOTE: Tightness of the bolts, nuts and other fasteners should be checked by an authorized
Polaris dealer. Lubricate at the intervals outlined in the Periodic Maintenance Chart beginning
on page Engine exhaust contains poisonous carbon monoxide and can cause loss of
consciousness or death. Page Polaris Products Fuel Stabilizer 16 oz. Inspect clutch seals for
damage if repeated leaking occurs. Check for fouled plugs or foreign material in gas tank or fuel
lines. See your dealer. Always warm up the belt by operating below 30 mph for one mile 5 miles
or more when temperature is below freezing. Page Drain the fuel system and refuel Replace with
fresh recommended fuel Inspect plugs and replace if necessary Inspect plugs and replace if
necessary Immediately see your Polaris dealer Recharge the battery to Page Engine Pings or
Knocks Possible Cause Poor quality or low octane fuel Incorrect ignition timing Incorrect spark
plug gap or heat range Engine Runs Irregularly, Stalls or Misfires Possible Cause Fouled or
defective spark plugs Worn or defective spark plug wires Incorrect spark plug gap or heat range
Loose ignition connections Water present in fuel Polaris also gives a one year limited warranty
on the final drive chain for failure due to defects. This warranty covers the parts and labor
charges for repair or replacement of defective parts which are covered by this warranty. When
requesting warranty service you must present your copy of the Warranty Registra- tion form to
the dealer. Page If Purchased From A Private Party: If you purchase a Polaris product from a
private citizen outside of the country in which the vehicle was originally purchased, all warranty
coverage will be denied. Page Polaris standard limited warranty for this vehicle. Polaris
warrants that this vehicle is; 1 designed, built, and equipped to conform at the time of initial sale
with the requirements of 40 CFR and, 2 free from defects in materials and workmanship that
may keep it from meeting these requirements. Most Clean Least Clean Page Polaris Warranty
Department at These replacement parts will be provided at no charge if the part is still under
warranty. Page Park Brake Plugs, Spark Page Spark Plug Receiver Hitch This manual is also
suitable for: 6x6 efi Ranger 4x4 efi Ranger 6x6 efi Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Orders placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the
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Mfg Part : A Dennis Kirk carries more Polaris Ranger XP 4x4 EFI products than any other
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powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your back when it comes to
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Table of Contents. Number Location The machine model number and serial number are
important for The transmission I. The machine serial number A is right side when installed in
the machine. Page Paint Codes Special tools may be required while servicing this vehicle. Some
of the tools listed or depicted are mandatory, while other tools maybe substituted with a similar
tool, if available. Polaris recommends the use of Polaris Special Tools when servicing any
Polaris Page Misc. There are exceptions in the steering, suspension, and engine areas. Always
consult the exploded views or each manual section for torque values of fasteners before using
standard torque. Center Distance: Distance between center of crankshaft and center of driven
clutch shaft. Chain Pitch: Distance between chain link pins No. Polaris measures chain length in
number of pitches. CI: Cubic inches. Page Periodic Maintenance Chart If oil level begins to rise,
discontinue use and determine cause. NOTE: Inspection may reveal the need for replacement
parts. Always use genuine Polaris parts. Page 22 H Clean out Auxiliary Brake Inspect daily;
adjust as needed Headlight Aim Adjust as needed Perform these procedures more often for
vehicles subjected to severe use. Page Maintenance References Add lube to bottom of fill plug
Change annually. Change more often if 3. Transmission Lubricant PN threads. Polaris Demand
Drive Hub Drain completely. Add lube to 4. When riding in extremely dusty conditions
replacement will be Apply the parking brake. Put the gear shift lever in the N Neutral position.
The filter should be inspected periodically before each ride, Start the engine, and warm it up
thoroughly. If oil or water deposits are found, drain them into a suitable container. Lift the hood.
NOTE: Service more frequently if vehicle is operated Inspect the foam inserts in the air baffle
boxes. If the foam in wet conditions or at high throttle openings for inserts are dirty, clean the
foam with a high flash point extended periods. To check the oil level follow the procedure listed
below. Do not overfill. See NOTE below! Proper level indication Page Exhaust Pipe The exhaust
pipe must be periodically purged of accumulated carbon as follows: Remove dipstick and fill
sump with 2 quarts 1. Remove skid plate if necessary. Front Gearcase Specifications Place a
drain pan beneath the transmission oil drain plug area. Specified Lubricant Fill Plug 10 ft. Refer
to the procedure below. Page Cooling System Overheating of engine could occur if air is not
fully purged from system. Do cool completely and check coolant level in the not dilute with
water. However, if the recovery bottle has run dry, or if overheating is evident, the level in the
radiator PN should be inspected and coolant added if necessary. Check radiator A air passages
for restrictions or damage. Remove the radiator. Surge Tank Hose Remove any obstructions
with compressed air or low Plug Page Cv Shaft Boot Inspection If the rubber boot exhibits any
of these symptoms, replace the boot. Refer to Chapter 7 for CV boot replacement, or have you
Polaris dealer If wheels are improperly installed it could affect replace the boot. Adjust Polaris
battery tender charger or by charging about gap if necessary by bending the side electrode
carefully. If toe alignment is incorrect, measure the distance between Set steering wheel in a
straight ahead position and secure vehicle center and each wheel. This will tell you which tie

rod the steering wheel in this position. Damping should be smooth throughout the range of
travel. Bolt Torque 15 ft. Replace assembly as needed. See illustration below for proper
readings. Inboard Pad Thickness New. Journal Bearings B. Camshaft C. Thrust Plate D. Balance
Shaft E. Woodruff Key F. Flange Seal G. Crankshaft H. Oil Pickup I. Journal Bearings J. Baffle K.
Oil Plug L. Washer M. O-ring N. Page 54 6. Clamp B. Oil Fill Tube C. Dipstick D. O-ring E. Hex
Plug F. Oil Filter Nipple G. Oil Filter H. Dowel I. Galley Plug Asm. Screw K. Page 57 A. Head Bolts
B. Rocker Arms C. Head Assembly D. Pushrods F. Bushing G. Expansion Plug H. Cylinder I.
Piston Assembly J. Circlip K. Gasket L. Rocker Cover 2. Breather D. Fuel Injector B. Fuel Rail C.
Nm ft. Page Special Tools System Capacity 3. Page Cooling System Pressure Test The cooling
system is under heat dissipation, resulting in possible engine damage. Polaris pressure and
serious burns may result. Page 67 Squeeze the coolant lines by hand to help purge the system
of air. Be sure the engine has cooled and there is no Add Polaris Premium Antifreeze to the
radiator if the level pressure built up in the cooling system before goes down. Disconnect the
air intake hose D from the air box and remove the air intake hose. Failing to do so may lead to
possible injury or death. Use an engine lift or other means if the engine cover. Start engine and
allow it to reach operating temperature, monitoring gauge indicator. Beginning in the crankcase
sump, the oil is drawn through an oil galley to the feed side of the oil pump. The oil is then
pumped through the oil filter. If the oil filter is obstructed, a bypass valve contained in the filter
allows oil to bypass the filter element. Mark or tag rocker arms in order of disassembly to keep
them in order for reassembly. Carefully remove the cylinder components. Hardened, cracked or
worn valve seals will cause excessive oil consumption and carbon buildup. Mark the valves with
a white pen. Check valve face for runout, pitting, and burnt spots. Page Combustion Chamber
Install pilot into valve guide. NOTE: Assemble the valves one at a time to maintain proper order.
Lubricate the valve guides with clean engine oil, and apply oil or water based lapping
compound to the face of the Apply engine oil to valve guides and seats. Remove the valve
lifter's by reaching into the crankcase and pushing the lifter up through the lifter bore by hand.
Thoroughly clean the lifters in cleaning solvent and wipe them with a clean lint-free cloth. The
top rail has Remove circlip A. Mark the piston with a white pen to a locating tab on the end
which fits into a notch B in the upper ensure proper orientation if reused during assembly.
Remove all gasket material from the cylinder sealing surfaces. Inspect the top of the cylinder B
for warp using a straight edge A and feeler gauge C. Refer to Ill. Inspect cylinder for taper and
out of round with a telescoping gauge or a dial bore gauge. Measure piston outside diameter at
a point 5 mm up from the bottom of the piston at a right angle to the direction of the piston pin.
If ring gap is smaller than Replace piston and rings if ring-to-groove clearance the specified
limit, file ring ends until gap is within exceeds service limits. Replace starter drive if gear teeth
are cracked, worn, or broken. Inspect the bendix bushing C in the mag cover for wear. Replace
as needed. Remove part of the water pump seal behind and the woodruff key I from the
crankshaft. The stator the impeller. Wear safety glasses at all times. Use caution when working
with the top gear. Inspect the gear teeth and the three tabs on the gears for To Assemble: wear.
Once the gears are pressed together, firmly hold the gears To remove the balance shaft gear,
the flat side of the together with one hand. Carefully remove the Tapered Pins camshaft P must
face the balance shaft gear. Inspect the crankshaft gear Q for broken or worn teeth. If Remove
the four bolts with a hex need to be removed. Remove the oil pressure relief. The oil pressure
relief Carefully press the gear off the assembly while supporting consists of a bolt, washer,
spring, and valve dowel. Inspect the valve dowel for signs of possible obstructions. Use
compressed air to blow out any debris. Press shaft into the new bearing.. Remove thrust plate
U. Press On Bearing Do not use the shaft to press the assembly into the Remove PTO end
engine mount. Remove crankcase bolts. Remove balance shaft and crankshaft. Thoroughly
clean the cam shaft. Visually inspect each cam lobe for wear, chafing or damage. Measure
height of each cam lobe using a micrometer. Compare to specification. Remove and inspect
crankshaft main journal bearings for abnormal wear. Install oil pick up A , if removed. Torque to
specification. Camshaft Journal Bore I. Install camshaft to the threads and pipe sealant to the
bolt flanges. Torque bolts to specification following torque pattern at beginning of this chapter.
Lubricate connecting rods with 0W engine oil. Install piston assemblies into cylinder aligning
the piston pin holes, to ensure proper alignment of the pistons to the connecting rods upon
assembly. Partially install the piston pins into the pistons. Assemble rotors as marked when
disassembled. Use a engine passages. The clip could fall into the engine cleaner to remove the
marks previously made on the rotors. Line Up Marks Install oil pump housing bolts H. The new
bolts contain Install counter balance shaft gear J with new key, aligning needed to rotate the
camshaft when the entire valve timing marks with crankshaft gear I. Install washer and bolt. Use
the Gear Holder PU Torque to train is assembled. PA Install water pump cover R with new O-ring
seal. Torque holes with Primer N PN to remove any bolts to specification in proper sequence

See front of this debris. This will ensure proper sealing when chapter. This will ensure proper
sealing when installing bolts. Lubricate rockers E with engine oil. Lubricate threads and top of
washers underside of bolt head with engine oil. Install head bolts C and torque to specification.
Verify pushrods are engaged in lifters. Install rockers. Be sure that tab of fulcrum F is seated in
head stand-off. Install thermostat J , new O-ring, and thermostat housing. Page Oil Pump
Priming Remove primer plug from the engine. Push oz. Remove the adapter. Apply sealant to
the plug threads. Install the plug and torque to specification. Before attempting to service any
part of the fuel system, the pressure must be relieved. The pressure Gasoline is extremely
flammable and explosive adapter has an integrated relief valve. This module kit is used on all 8
pin connector-based Polaris EFI systems. This kit is available to Polaris dealers through our
tool supplier, SPX Fuel Injectors 5. Fuel Filter 6. Located in tank as an assembly 7. Refer to the
The EFI system is designed to provide peak engine performance steps below for fuel line
removal. The ignition and injection functions are electronically Place a shop towel around the
fuel line to catch any controlled, monitored and continually corrected during Page Ecu Service
For the purpose of troubleshooting, a known-good ECU from fuel pump, which pressurizes the
system for start-up. The ECU switches off the pump preventing the continued Connect the
pressure hose of the Polaris pressure tester PN PU to the test valve on the fuel rail. Remove the
RH rear fender and fuel cap. Remove the seat. Disconnect the fuel line from the fuel pump.
Remove the two inner bolts that hold the fuel tank to the frame. Disconnect the fuel pump
electrical harness. Remove the two outer lower bolts that hold the fuel tank to the frame. Fuel
Pressure Regulator Replacement The regulator is a sealed, non-serviceable assembly. An
electrical problem reassemble. If fault code diagnosis indicates a problem within this area, test
and correct as follows: Operation Overview Disconnect main harness connector from ECU.
Mounted on the throttle body intake, the temperature and Connect an ohmmeter between the
pin terminals. If this reading is The throttle position sensor TPS is used to indicate throttle low,
verify the 9 volt battery is good or try a new 9 volt plate angle to the ECU. If the sensor longer is
in contact with throttle plate cam. The throttle does not function correctly, replace it.
Establishing correct flow: Now that the zero offset voltage has been set, you can now set the
throttle body to the correct air flow value. This indicates all other components are working
properly. Refer to Chapter 10 for ECT testing. Remove the gear selector handle 2. Then remove
the 4 screws that attach the hood to the dash DASH 3. Glove Box Assembly Nm in. T 0. Cup
Holder Nm T Hood ft. Speedometer B. Headlight Switch C. Key Switch G. Speedometer Mount
Plate Assemble the front frame in same manner. Install the bolts loosely, then tighten to ft. The
stee- upon reassembly reassembly. Tighten ball joint nut to 25 ft. If cotter pin holes are not
aligned, Replacement tighten nut slightly to align. Install a new cotter pin with open ends toward
rear of machine. Hold strut rod and remove top nut. Remove screws D and ball joint retaining
plate E. Torque screws to 8 ft. The locking features on the existing bolts were Elevate and safely
support vehicle with weight removed from the rear wheel s. Remove the bottom stabilizer bar
nut. Install new A-arm assembly onto vehicle frame. Torque new bolts to 30 ft. Remove the rear
wheel to gain access to the stabilizer bar, each side. Remove rear wheels. NOTE: The rear axle
may be removed to ease the removal of the swing arm. Support swing arm, remove rear axle
shocks. Cable T Nm T in. Outer Panel 0. Slide Hinge Pin Out Disconnect the rear wire harness
attached to the tail lights. Remove the upper clip and pin attaching the shock to the cargo box.
The flame treating procedure can often be used to reduce or eliminate the whitish Remove the
two bottom T torx screws. Page Special Tools And Supplies The internal components of the
drive clutch and driven clutch control engagement initial vehicle movement , clutch upshift and
backshift. Periodic inspection and maintenance is according to the forces applied to it from the
drive belt and the required to keep the system operating at peak performance. Clutch seals
should be inspected for damage if repeated leaking occurs. For inspection of clutch
components, please contact your Polaris dealer. Shift Clutch malfunction. Some fasteners and
procedures will vary. Inspect PVT inner cover-to engine seal. Replace if cracked or damaged.
Remove driven clutch offset spacers from the transmission input shaft. Belt Deflection Tension
Apply a light film of grease to the splines on the shaft. Install the driven clutch, washer, lock
washer, and retaining Straight Edge bolt. Generally, belt should be replaced if clutches can no
longer be adjusted to provide proper belt deflection. It will be necessary to project the side
profiles and measure from corner to corner. The springs which have a higher rate when the
clutch is in neutral will increase clutch engagement RPM. To control the rate at which the drive
belt moves upward in the drive clutch sheaves. These shift weights have many factors designed
into them for controlling engagement RPM and shifting patterns. Shift weights should not be
changed or altered without first having a thorough understanding of their positioning and the
effects they may have on belt to sheave clearance, clutch balance and shifting pattern. Because
of the Bushing wear is Inspect for any clearance between spider button to tower. Turn roller

with your finger. If you notice resistance, galling, or flat spots, replace rollers, pins and thrust
washers in sets of three. Stamp Qty. Part Description Part Install the nut removed in Step 2 onto
end of puller rod and Turn barrel to Install nut onto puller rod and hand tighten. Turn puller
apply additional tension if needed. Turn sheave and barrel together counterclockwise until Turn
clutch cover counterclockwise on puller rod until bushing is seated. Check the rollers in the
stationary sheave for wear. If the rollers are worn, a new driven clutch assembly may be needed.
Check Rollers for Wear Inspect the helix and inner spring retainer on the moveable sheave.
Install moveable inner spring retainer if removed. Do not Install outer retainer on top of spring.
Compress the outer retainer and install the snap ring. Engine RPM below specified operating
-Drive clutch shift weight too heavy. Situation Probable Cause Remedy -Plugged air intake or
outlet. Clean , repair or replace as necessary. Seal PVT system ducts. PVT cover -Clutches or
weight being applied to cover while in -Remove weight. Be sure machine is secure before
beginning this Wheel, Hub, and Spindle Torque Table service procedure. Drive bearing out
evenly by tapping on outer race only. Once bearing is at bottom of casting, support casting on
outer edges so bearing can be removed. Rotate each bearing by hand and check for smooth
rotation. Visually inspect bearing for moisture, dirt, or corrosion. Install brake caliper using new
bolts. Tighten bolts to specified torque. Inspect the hubstrut bearing surface for wear or
damage. Apply grease to drive axle spindle. Install spindle through the backside of the hubstrut.
Install the hub onto the spindle. Wheel Nut Spec on page 7. Care should be exercised during
driveshaft removal or when servicing CV joints. Remove lower A-arm from ball joint. Remove
wheel, brake caliper and wheel hub. Remove cotter pin and castle nut from A-arm ball joint. Pull
strut assembly out while pivoting front drive shaft downward until it clears strut assembly. It
may be necessary to tap the CV joint assembly outward with a soft faced hammer. Apply an
anti-seize compound to splines. Install new bearing caps in yoke by hand. Carefully install
U-joint cross with grease fitting properly positioned inward toward center of shaft. Take care not
to dislodge needle bearings upon installation of cross joint. Tighten vise to force bearing caps
in. Wear Ring on Armature Plate Check the gearcase coil resistance. To test the gearcase coil
resistance. The gearcase coils should measure between The rollers must The front gearcase
and drive shafts can be accessed from slide up and down and in and out freely within the roll
cage both sides of the vehicle and limited access from the top. Drain and properly dispose of
used oil. Remove any metal particles from the drain plug magnet. Remove bolts and output
shaft cover. Thoroughly clean all parts. Inspect the rollers A for nicks and scratches. Use a flat
head screwdriver to remove the retaining ring Remove the output hub G from the cover. Inspect
the thrust bearing F and the dowel H. Retaining Ring Remove the other output hub K from the
main gearcase. Install new seals into the gearcase housing and use new O- Inspect the inner
bearing L for wear. If there is excessive rings for the gearcase input and output covers. The
Install the retaining ring F into the output cover. Be sure output hub should spin freely. Install
the other output hub B and thrust bearing C into Install the ring gear G onto the output hub on
the output the output cover. Install the output cover assembly onto the main gearcase. Lay the
gearcase on the side with the output cover facing The backlash screw is loctited into place. Use
a heat gun to lightly heat up the loctite on the screw A. Perform the previous step again.
Removal Lock the emergency parking brake. Once bearing is at bottom of casting, Upper Bolt
support casting on outer edges so bearing can be removed. Lower Bolt Remove the bearing
carrier from the A-arm assembly. Install hub carrier to lower A-arm. Hand tighten lower A- arm
bolt. Slide mid drive shaft through the hub carrier. Press bearing into place until outer race
bottoms on housing. Remove jackstand and torque mid hub nut to ft. Mid Hub Nut Torque: ft.
Slide mid drive shaft A onto the mid gearcase output shaft B. Install a new cotter pin. Tighten
nut slightly to align holes if required. Install hub cap. Refer to Drain the oil from the mid drive
gearcase. Properly dispose the Box Removal Procedure in Chapter 5. Remove the vent line
clamp and vent line A from the top Remove the output cover bolts A and the output cover B.
Remove the input cover the gearcase. Inspect the ring gear for abnormal wear, H and pinion
gear assembly from the gearcase. Inspect and spin the bearings F , the bearings should rotate
smoothly. Carefully pull the output thru shaft Q through the or uneven wear. Inspect the bearing
M , the bearing should gearcase. Replace the parts as needed. Replace all O-ring, seals, and
worn components. Replace Assemble the pinion shaft assembly if previously the seals as
shown in the photo. Page Install the output shaft and ring gear into the gearcase. Be sure the
10T input pinion gear and the output pinion gear mesh smoothly. Install the shims M into the
output cover N. Install the Page Gearcase Installation Remove the fill plug P and fill the mid
gearcase with 6. Torque the fill plug to 14 ft. NOTE: Due to extremely close tolerances and
minimal wear, the bearings must be inspected visually, and by feel. While rotating bearings by
hand, inspect for rough spots, discoloration, or corrosion. The bearings should turn smoothly
and quietly, with no detectable up and down movement and minimal movement sideways

between inner and outer race. Remove upper carrier bolt. Slide the rear drive shaft out of the
bearing carrier by pulling the bearing carrier assembly outward and tipping it down to remove
the shaft. A gritty feeling indicates contamination. While pulling out on the CV shaft, fully extend
the CV joint on the joint housing. Take care not to damage threads on and slide a straight O-ring
pick or a small slotted screw the outboard CV joint. Torque bolt to 30 ft. Slide the rear drive axle
into the bearing carrier hub. Remove the pin clips from upper and lower cargo box shock pins
and remove shock. Front Wheels rotate as same speed when AWD activated. Remove the
differential lock solenoid F from the carrier Inspect the bevel gear teeth for chipped, worn, or
broken housing by turning the solenoid counterclockwise. Inspect the tip of the solenoid F for
wear. If the tip of the solenoid is flat the solenoid may need to be replaced. Thread the bolt into
the shift yoke pivot shaft L. Carefully pull the shift yoke pivot shaft L out of the carrier cover.
Page Differential Assembly Replace all O-rings, seals, and worn components. Replace the
O-ring and oil seal on the carrier housing. Install the spring lever and shift yoke into the carrier
cover, if previously removed. Carrier Cover Use the bolt that was used to remove the shift yoke
pivot Install the carrier cover bolts. Page Differential Installation Slide the rear propshaft onto
the rear differential input shaft. Reverse the removal procedure for the rest of the installation.
Refer to maintenance information in Chapter 2 for more details. Torque drain plug to in. Loosen
the four U-bolts. Loosen each U-bolt nut a few turns at a time, this will reduce stress on all of
the U-bolts during Place the rear axle assembly on a clean surface. U-bolt removal. Remove the
bolts that secure the rear gearcase to the axle tubes and remove the rear gearcase skid plate
Loosen U-bolts Remove the differential housing cover bolts and the gearcase housing cover.
Remove the bearings from the axle tube with a bearing puller. Inspect the pinion shaft bushing
for wear. Wave Spring Remove the four bolts that secure the pinion gear cover to the
differential. Remove the pinion gear cover and O-ring. Use two hands to work the O-ring onto
the Install the four pinion shaft cover bolts and torque the bolts to 26 ft. Align the U-bolts with
the white the left side are installed into the frame later in this marks previously made on the axle
tube for proper rear axle assembly procedure. Install the brake caliper. Torque the bolts to 18 ft.
U-Bolt Nut Torque: 40 ft. Pull off the shifter knob. Transmission Fill Plug Nm ft. Transmission
Drain Plug Nm ft. Transmission Case Bolts Nm ft. Make sure the transmission Transmission
Removal bell crank is engaged in the neutral position detents. Remove the PVT system from the
left side of the transmission. Drive roll pin from rear driveshaft yoke. Remove the mounting
bolts from the transmission mounting on both sides of the transmission. Remove the shift
linkage rod and a washer from the bellcrank. Remove the four bottom transmission to frame
bolts. Remove the detent gear from the case. NOTE: The following disassembly procedure
shows the 4x4 transmission disassembly. Follow the same NOTE: It may be helpful to place a
mark just above procedure for the 6x6 transmission disassembly. Remove the shift gears from
the case. NOTE: Depending on what gear the transmission is Remove the shift forks from the
assembly. Note the correct Remove the bearing from the input shaft with a puller. Shift Fork
Remove the snap ring and washer from the reverse shaft. Remove the rest of the bearings from
the shafts. Remove the gear, split bearing, and washer from the reverse shaft. Use a press to
remove the gear from the shaft. Slide off the shift dogs and wave springs. Remove bearing and
the helical gear. Remove the front housing cover, shim, thrust button, and thrust button shim.
Remove the pinion shaft retainer plate and the pinion shaft. Remove the shafts as an assembly.
Remove the front housing cover screws. Apply Polaris Crankcase Sealant to the transmission is
completely assembled. Slide the reverse shaft assembly through the silent chain. Install a new
needle bearing, the low gear, the thrust washer and the snap ring. Carefully install the shaft
assembly and gear cluster as a Tap with a so it meshes with the tracks on the shift drum. Be
sure the soft face hammer to seat shaft assemblies. Install drain plug with a new sealing
washer. Torque drain Install the lockout disc with the raised edge facing outward. Use the white
mars that was previously applied for reference. Transmission Lockout Disc Drain Plug Page
Transmission Installation ft. NOTE: Be sure to tighten the lower transmission bolts first, this
ensures that the transmission is tight against the lower frame and helps to properly align the
transmission. Page Transmission Exploded View ft. Apply Polaris Crankcase Sealant. Apply
Loctite to the bolt threads. Description Ref. Description Asm. There are a few things to
remember when replacing disc brake pads or performing brake system service to ensure proper
system function and maximum pad service life. Polaris brake fluid is sold in 12 oz. Do not store
or use a partial bottle of brake fluid. All Caliper Bleed Screws: in. Locate the master cylinder.
Open the hood. Remove the nut and bolt A from the brake pedal. Remove the nut, bushing,
tube, and bolt from the brake pedal. Field test machine at low speed before putting into service.
Check for proper braking action and pedal reserve. After 10 full clicks of lever travel, the vehicle
Inspect the springs and bushings on the parking brake lever should not roll while parked. Bolt
25 ft. Inspect the brake pads linings for excessive wear. Tighten the two ordering one of the

following kits: mounting bolts in increments for proper installation. Page counterclockwise. Be
sure fluid level in reservoir is up to MAX line inside reservoir and install reservoir cap. Dust
Boots 3. Remove brake pad adjuster screw A. Install piston B with a twisting motion while
pushing inward. Piston should slide in and out of bore smoothly, with light resistance. Pad
Adjuster Screw Disc Inspection Bolts 18 ft. Visually inspect the brake disc for nicks, scratches,
or 24 Nm damage. Measure the disc thickness at 8 different points around the pad contact
surface using a "micrometer. Clean the caliper with brake cleaner or alcohol. Remove caliper
mounting bolts and lift caliper off of disc. Measure the thickness of the pad material. Torque 18
ft. Support caliper so as not to kink or bend brake line. Install new pads in caliper body. Replace
pads if worn beyond the service limit. Measure Install caliper and torque mounting bolts.
Thickness Rear Brake Pad Thickness 18ft. Caliper Body Remove mounting bracket B and dust
boot C Use care when supporting vehicle so that it does not tip or fall. Torque Disc Inspection
mounting bolts to 18 ft. Visually inspect disc for scoring, scratches, or gouges. Install brake line
banjo bolt. Torque banjo bolt to 15 ft. Replace the disc if any deep scratches are evident.
Connect the leads together and record the resistance. The resistance of the component is equal
to tested value minus the lead Part Number Tool Description resistance. The wires are located
on the back side of the instrument panel. Green wire is connected to ground via the Brown wire
at the Look for loose wires or bad connections. Follow the parking brake lever under the dash to
locate the switch. All segments will light up for 2. Odometer Mode The odometer records the
miles traveled by the vehicle. Trip Meter Mode The trip meter records the miles traveled by the
vehicle on each trip if it's reset before each trip. Programmable Service Interval Gear Circuit
Diagnostic Screen When the hours of engine operation equal the programmed This screen
displays the resistance value in ohms being read at service interval setting, the wrench icon will
flash for 5 seconds the gear switch input of the gauge. Toggle to the service interval screen.
Press and hold the mode button for about seven 7 seconds, until either ON or OFF appears in
the Rider Information Display, depending on your preference. To reset the service interval:
Enter the diagnostic mode. Repeat the procedure to adjust the other headlight. Due to the
nature of light utility vehicles and Place the vehicle on a level surface with the headlight where
they are operated, headlight lenses approximately 25 ft. The ground path for the fan motor is
through the Brown harness wire. Brown Ground path for relay. A amp circuit breaker protects
the fan motor circuit. Do not allow the battery cables to become disconnected with the engine
running. Follow the steps below as outlined to reduce the chance of Y1 Y2 Y3 damage to
electrical components. Start the engine and let it idle. No Caps If the level becomes low after
this point, add only distilled water. Battery voltage should be checked with a digital multitester.
Disconnect battery negative - black cable first, followed Readings of Add Lead-Acid distilled
water if necessary. Charge battery for hours Install clear battery vent tube from vehicle to
battery vent. Rinse well with clean water and dry thoroughly. To prevent shock or component
damage, Route the cables correctly. Refer to the Troubleshooting voltage drop tests on the
starter system in this chapter. Remove the shims from the armature shaft and their guides and
remove brush plate. Slide brush end frame inspect the O-rings located on the armature housing.
Turn growler on and position their guides and remove brush plate. If above armature coil
laminates. Spring Replacement Lightly grease pinion shaft and install pinion, spring stopper,
and snap ring. Gear Assembly 1. Through Bolt 2. Brush Spring Cover 3. Thrust Washer Stopper
4. Gear Assembly Snap Ring 5. Washer 6. NOTE: Make sure engine crankshaft is free to turn
before proceeding with dynamic testing of starter system. A digital multitester must be used for
this test With the tester on the VDC position, place the tester's black lead on the battery
negative and the Remove battery and properly service. Disconnect the wiring harness to the
Disconnect Harness box lift actuator. Connect a multimeter across the box lift actuator harness
connection. Actuate the box lift switch in both directions. Verify that there is 12 Volts reaching
the box lift actuator. Page Cooling System Bleeding Procedure Page Engine Crankshaft
Installation Page Rear Driveshaft 4x4 , Installation Page Speedometer Removal This manual is
also suitable for: ranger xp Ranger efi 4x4 Ranger efi 4x6 Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. It's time to
increase the cool factor of your Full-size Polaris Ranger with a set of side by side doors from
Everything Polaris Ranger! There's just something comforting about have doors on your
machine. Every experienced rider knows what we're talking about - so don't delay in adding a
set for yourself! Whether you own a Ranger , a Ranger , or a cc Ranger, add some much-needed
protection by rigging up a set of durable UTV doors for your ride! No more worrying about what
sort of debris could jump up into your lap while cruising down the trails. These doors add style
to your UTV also! We're confident you'll love the way they look mounted on your side by side! If

you're looking to take your Full-size Polaris Ranger to the next level, we recommend adding a
durable set of UTV doors! Like many aftermarket accessories, UTV doors are available in a
number of styles, materials, and colors, so you're sure to find just the right set for your Ranger!
Style, protection, comfort - with all the appeal of what adding doors to your machine can bring,
why are you waiting? Get your very own set of side by side doors today! There are many
changes that you can make to your machine to make it more badass, but one that you may feel
bewildered by is choosing the right set of doors for your Ranger XP There are just so many
options and options that work with the Ranger Full Size as well as the Ranger Choose from half
doors or full doors, soft doors or hard doors and give yourself to add and remove them at your
leisure. These brands have all earned their places as reliable creators of products that riders
have come to love and to trust. Our Experts are standing by to help answer any questions!
Choose Your Ride Select your model. Select Model. Shop By. Polaris Ranger Doors by Moose.
Please remember to always verify fitment prior to purchasing. Purchases on Everything Polaris
Ranger are safe and secure using the highest level of encryption. Select from a variety of
payment methods and know your information is safe. Your payment information is never stored
on our site. My Account. Customer Service. Contact Us. All Rights Reserved. All of their
company and product names are trademarked, any use of their name is only to identify their
vehicles as it pertains to our parts and accessories. EPR Blog. This assembly does not fit the
selected vehicle. Please choose a di
ford f150 air intake
kia spectra 2003
94 accord lx
fferent assembly. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Shop by Vehicle. Back Shop
by Vehicle. Find What Fits Your Vehicle. Go Reset. Showing products that fit your. See Spark
Plugs that fit. Reset See Spark Plugs that fit. Where do I find my VIN? Add Vehicle. Your VIN
provides important and specific information about your vehicle to make finding the right
products fast and easy. Search Reset. Stock on Vehicle. Item You must select your fitment
vehicle before adding to cart. May be available near May Be Available Locally You have the
option to find this item at the dealer of your choice. Availability may vary between different
dealers and can change at any time without notice. We recommend calling the store to confirm
availability. Find at a dealer near you. Spark Plug, Part Map View List View. Warranty Warranty
Information Subbed From Related Items Loading Recently Viewed Loading Added To Cart. Cart
Subtotal. View Cart Continue Shopping. Warranty Information. Subbed From.

